
WRITING A DIARY 
ENTRY



• Honest

• Personal

• Sincere

• Expresses private thoughts

A diary entry is 

like a letter 

written to a 

very close 

friend.



IT HAS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

• First person:  I, me, us, our 

•Uses ALL tenses

•Tone is personal and conversational 

• Informal language

• Expresses subjective thoughts, 

feelings and attitudes

•Might express strong emotions



Tuesday 13 July

Dear Diary

Well, today is the first day of the rest of my life! My dazzling 

career as an actress starts right here.

Always start with 

the date and the 

greeting

Use the first 

person



I feel I have to mark the spot with a big X so that when I am 

on TV walking the red carpet to the Oscars and someone 

puts a microphone in my face and asks me, “When did you 

first know that you could be such a highly successful actress?” 

I will be able to say,  “The first role I ever had was in a high 

school production when I was 13 years old. I have loved the 

stage and the camera ever since.” 

Present tense and future tense is 

used because the writer is 

imagining her future.



And then I will wave them away with my hand and glide forward 

wearing a long silver dress and my hair piled on top of my head to 

receive my golden Oscar. 

The list of who made the school play went up at break time. Yah! Of 

course Emma and Lulu got the main parts – I knew it as soon as they 

started their soppy duet at the piano at the audition. 

Tone is very personal. Writer 

describes a secret fantasy she has 

about winning an Oscar. She probably 

would not tell anybody else about 

this dream.

Past tense is used to 

describe events that 

happened earlier in the 

day.

Refer to family and 

friends by name (don’t 

explain who they are)



But I don’t care. Often in animated movies, the little roles, the 

sidekicks, are the ones that steal the show with a non-speaking part –

but I plan to be the BEST tree on the stage. The Tree’est tree. The tree 

of trees.

I’m going to go and stand in the garden now and learn from the trees. 

Academy awards here I come!

Use creative language (and humour if 

appropriate) to give the writer a 

definite personality. 


